What to do at a SkillsUSA District or Regional Event?

*We serve as the best-ever volunteers due to our FM flexibility. It’s a lot of fun and really validating. We also share the Facilithon Message, after we’ve served.*

- We staff the **Registration Table**, marking down attending schools, new participants and deletions.
- We can **usher students** to their competitive event room to streamline the competitions.
- We serve as **substitute judges**, mostly on leadership contests like Job Interview or Public Speaking, etc.
- **Power Point**—we often load the winners into their awards power point program just before their awards ceremony. This is where we can really shine—making that event’s director look great.

How do we approach the Event?

- *We communicate EARLY with the event’s “director”, often a high school instructor, a few days before, that we’re coming. We tell them we can do the above items, so they know we’re their ace in the hole.*

1. Arrive Early, maybe 20 minutes is perfect. Find the director—tell them we have # volunteers, then...

2. Ask if there’s a place we can use a table that students will see our Facilithon stuff, near the congregation area. Simple stuff,— brochures, posters & Wiggly Guys, see below.

3. Tell them that we’d like to run a short power point at the awards ceremony & we can ad winners names to their Power Point if they have one when the competitions are done.

4. Judge or run booth, chatting with students and instructors. Give Instructors wiggly guys. Booth person typically does the power point work and presents our PowerPoint at awards.

5. **Thank Director and staff** for the opportunity, Clean up the booth and call it good!

6. You’re a champ! *Did I mention you look really good today? I really like that outfit.*